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this organization is – because of the legacy of
the past combined with an incredible team
of people here today. We are grateful also for
our members, partners, and supporters in
the community and around the Great Lakes.
Your patience, understanding, and oftentimes
boots on the ground buoy our efforts and
encourage us to keep going even amidst the
most challenging situations.
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BEGINNINGS.
You know when you can feel the end of a chapter
coming, or a new one beginning? There is that
spine-tingly trepidation and excitement about
reaching a destination and now setting a new
course ahead. It’s been unavoidable around here
lately. Whether it’s emerging from COVID (can
I get a woo hoo!), facing long overdue capital
improvements (not so woo hoo), the designation
of the country’s newest National Marine Sanctuary,
or digging into the reaccreditation process with
the American Alliance of Museums (AAM) and the
accompanying strategic planning, we are turning
the page.
We set the course ahead with extreme gratitude
for the many people and projects of the past 52
years that have built this incredible institution. The
last year and a half demonstrated how strong

Finally, we are grateful for the contributions of
our Anchor Editorial Committee. Corralled by
intrepid maritime historian Brendon Baillod, the
Anchor team is made up of content experts
and knowledgeable authors that write, vet, and
cajole fellow maritime enthusiasts to contribute
to the magazine and museum research. Brendon
is joined by Dr. Richard Boyd, Tamara Thomsen,
and Bob Jaeck along with our in-house
contributors to get our museum quarterly back
on a quarterly schedule (thanks COVID) and
expand our scope and focus to truly represent
Wisconsin maritime history.
Here we go, turn the page

Catherine M. Green
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*MK .7,EPHERI
Boyd’s Collection

sk anyone, especially a scuba sport
diver, where key elements for deep diving
[MXLEVXM½GMEPKEWQM\XYVIW[IVI½VWX
developed and demonstrated; few would
answer: “In Wisconsin.” However,
“Wisconsin” is the correct response, strange
as it might seem! Wisconsin indeed has a rich
history involving commercial diving,
submarine medicine, and related
technologies.
In the late 19th century, commercial and
QMPMXEV]HMZIVW[IVISJXIREJ¾MGXIHF]GIVXEMR
physiological maladies whenever they
ventured into deep water or made lengthy
stays at shallow depths. A major problem was
decompression sickness, more commonly
called the “bends.” This disorder results from
the fact that, when one breathes compressed
air underwater, a fraction of that gas dissolves
within the body. As one goes deeper or stays
longer, increasing amounts of dissolved gas
(mostly nitrogen) are distributed throughout
bodily tissues. Returning to the surface
requires adherence to a strict schedule that
EPPS[WXLMWI\GIWWKEWXSI\MXXLIFSH]
without forming bubbles. Internal bubble
formation can be deadly: blood circulation
becomes occluded, normal respiration
impaired, and the nervous system damaged.
Permanent joint crippling, blindness, paralysis
or even death can occur from this disorder.

and their dive duration, even at modest
depths. While fully aware of the dangers of
this disorder, they had no idea what caused
MXSVLS[XSXVIEXMX*SVI\EQTPIETSTYPEV
but worthless, remedy for a stricken diver
was to consume raw cranberries until the
symptoms abated. It was well into the 20th
century before fairly reliable decompression
tables were developed that allowed safe
ascents from arduous dives. Likewise,
pragmatic medical treatments for the bends
became available, a therapy called
recompression. These are carried out in a
metal pressure vessel (recompression
chamber), where the victim is pressurized to
EWTIGM½IHHITXLERHXLIRHIKEWWIH
according to a medical treatment table, often
FVIEXLMRKTYVIS\]KIRXSI\TIHMXIXLI
out-gassing process. Early recompression
chambers were essentially heavy metal
cylinders equipped with an air-lock entry,
some instrumentation, and a source for gas
input. Today’s chambers are a marvel of
modern technology, some capable of
pressurizing to simulate great water depths
or also depressurizing for high altitude
studies (Fig. 1).
%FSYXXLII\TIVMQIRXWSJ7GSXXMWL
TL]WMSPSKMWX.7,EPHERI½REPP]SJJIVIHE
practical approach for safely decompressing
divers. The procedure was simple: the diver
simply made prescribed stops
EXWTIGM½IHHITXLWJSV
predetermined times. This
technique incrementally
HVSTTIHXLII\GIWWMZIKEWPSEH
from the diver’s body, so that
he could safely surface without
harmful bubble formation. In
XLI972EZ]EGGITXIH
,EPHERI´WXEFPIWJSV¾IIX
*MK 2%7%´WVIGSQTVIWWMSREPXMXYHIWMQYPEXMSRGLEQFIV
operations. Over the years,
EXXLI2IYXVEP&YS]ERG]0EFMR,SYWXSR
,EPHERI´WXEFPIW[IVIVI½RIH
Courtesy of NASA
and various others were
Back in the day on the Great Lakes,
developed using advanced decompression
shipwrecks and harbor accidents were
theories. Today, numerous decompression
common occurrences, often requiring
XEFPIWJSVKEWQM\XYVIWSXLIVXLEREMVERHJSV
attention by a diver. Most divers in that
special applications have been developed,
era, fearful of suffering the bends, usually
made possible with algorithms and
I\IVGMWIHGEYXMSREFSYXXLIHITXLEXXEMRIH
computer technology.

Divers armed with reliable
decompression tables were now able to
work at greater depths, but then another
dangerous problem was encountered. At
depths beyond 150 feet, divers breathing air
FIGEQIIJJIGXMZIP]MRXS\MGEXIHI\LMFMXMRK
MQTEMVIHVI¾I\IWERHQYHHPIHQIRXEP
capacities. At depths beyond 200 feet, many
divers became witless, progressively
dysfunctional, and unresponsive. Captain J. Y.
'SYWXIEYXLIJEQSYWYRHIV[EXIVI\TPSVIV
called it “Rapture of the Deep,” although
XSHE]XLIXIVQ±2MXVSKIR2EVGSWMW²MW
popularly applied.
The physiological nature of this problem
received little attention until the 1920s.
During this early era of diving,
decompression tables for depths beyond
200 feet were not yet consistently reliable,
so divers were not routinely going to the
depths where narcosis could be a crippling
problem. By the late 1930s, medical science
FIKERXSYRHIVWXERHXLMWEJ¾MGXMSR-X[EW
determined that the nitrogen fraction in air
I\IVXIHETVSKVIWWMZIP]HITVIWWMZIIJJIGX
upon the central nervous system as depth
increased. It remained a haunting dilemma.
By 1935, nitrogen in respired gas had
become the suspected culprit, so reducing
or replacing it in the breathing medium
seemed a likely approach to mitigate the
problem. One substitute gas that looked
promising was helium. It seemed to be
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non-narcotic, plus it had a very rapid
diffusion rate, and a lower solubility in bodily
tissues; therefore, it might degas faster than
nitrogen, yielding shortened decompression
times. Its density was seven times lighter
than air, which should create less far
respiratory stress at depth; clearly, it would
be easier to breathe. But helium also had
some negatives: The light density of the gas
distorted speech badly, producing a so-called
“Donald Duck Effect,” which interfered with
diver-to-surface communications. The
thermal conductivity of helium was so great
that it rapidly robbed body heat, especially
when breathed in cold-water environments.
*YVXLIVQSVIMX[EWEVEVIZIV]I\TIRWMZI
KEWVIGPEMQIHJVSQXLISMP½IPHWEX%QEVMPPS
8I\EW8LSWIRIKEXMZIWEGORS[PIHKIHE
QM\XYVISJLIPMYQERHS\]KIRGEPPIHLIPMS\
might prove to be the superior breathing
medium for deep diving.
%WIEVP]EWTVSPM½GMRZIRXSV
Professor Elihu Thomson had suggested that
XLI2EZ]WLSYPHTYVWYIXLIYWISJLIPMYQ
for diving. Among other questions, it was
unclear if air decompression tables would
also work for helium. However, helium was
then considered a strategic industrial
commodity, and complete control of the
VIWSYVGIVIWXIH[MXLXLI97&YVIEYSJ
1MRIW 97&1 RSXXLI2EZ]-X[EW
subsequently decided that scientists from
XLI97&1WLSYPHYRHIVXEOIXLMWVIWIEVGL
-RMXMEPI\TIVMQIRXWWLS[IHTVSQMWIERH
WSQI¾IHKPMRKXEFPIW[IVIGVIEXIHF]
EPXLSYKLXLII\EGXREXYVISJXLIWI
formulations remains unknown today.

*MK /IR7QMXLQSHIPWXLIZMRXEKIHIITWIE
diving rig as was used on the Lakeland.
Bonnie Smith

8LI97&1ERHXLI2EZ]NSMRIHJSVGIWXS
XIWXXLIWI¾IHKPMRKLIPMYQXEFPIW±EXWIE²MR
1925. A maritime accident in Wisconsin
waters provided a unique opportunity to do
XLMW-R.YRIXLIJVIMKLXIVLakeland had
WYROMRJIIXSJ[EXIVSJJ7XYVKISR&E]
under suspicious circumstances.
Litigations contended that the captain
and crew had intentionally scuttled the
vessel in deep water to collect the $350,000
insurance. This insurance fraud was
suspected to be in collusion with the vessel
owners, but proving it would be another
matter, considering the water depth over the
[VIGO2SXEFP]WIZIVEPSXLIVWYWTIGXIH
cases of “criminal insurance fraud by
shipwreck” were pending worldwide, a great
concern to marine insurance companies. A
consortium of insurers was formed,
determined to investigate the Lakeland affair
and prove criminality. This action
would set a precedent that such
felonious maritime skullduggery
would not go unchallenged, even
[LIRKVIEX[EXIVHITXLERHZI\MRK
I\TIRWI[IVIMRZSPZIH
The consortium hired Oversea
7EPZSVW'SQTER]XSHSXLINSFE
subsidiary of Merritt-Chapman and
7GSXXEPEVKIERHTVIWXMKMSYW
*MK 8LIJSSX770EOIPERHWEROMRGEWIZIR
QEVMXMQIWEPZEKI½VQ,S[IZIVXLI
miles off Door County with a small cargo of automobiles.
GSQTER]WXMTYPEXIHXLEX2EZ]
Boyd’s Collection
I\TIVXMWI[SYPHFIRIIHIHXS
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*MK 2SLP´WTEXIRXETTPMGEXMSRJSVER
advanced model of his deep-sea diving suit.
Wisconsin Historical Society Nohl collection

successfully complete this project.
Those skills would come in the person of
'PEVIRGI08MFFEPWTIVLETWXLI2EZ]´W
QSWXI\TIVMIRGIHHMZIV[MXLWMKRM½GERX
HIIT[EXIVI\TIVMIRGI8MFFEPW[SYPH
supervise all diving operations. Clearly, even
a company with the credentials of Overseas
7EPZSVW[EWLIWMXERXXSXEGOPIETVSNIGXEX
those forbidding depths.
The company began the project by
moving their salvage barge, John W.
Chittendon, from the Atlantic to Lake
Michigan. It was equipped with modern dive
equipment and a recompression chamber
FSVVS[IHJVSQXLI&VSSOP]R2EZ]=EVH%PP
dives were made with hard-hat deep-sea
rigs, so called because of the spun copper
helmets mated to heavy, rubberized canvas
suits. All breathing media was
surface-supplied via umbilical hoses. Tibbals’
HMZIXIEQ[EWMQTVIWWMZI7IZIVEPHMZIVW
IQTPS]IHF]3ZIVWIEW7EPZSVW[IVI
I\2EZ]TIVWSRRIPMRGPYHMRK7XIZI
Drellishak and Hubert Groves, who had
been involved in record deep dives. Others
on the team were currently members of the
2EZ])\TIVMQIRXEP(MZMRK9RMX 2)(9 
)\TIVXTIVWSRRIPJVSQXLI97&1XEKKIH
along, bringing a modest helium supply for
I\TIVMQIRXEPTYVTSWIW
The salvage began on 17 August 1925,
ERHIRHIH7ITXIQFIV8LIHMZIVW
penetrated into the wreck, descended



into the engine room, and discovered that
the seacock valves were wide open. Indeed,
the vessel had been scuttled! Despite this
½RHMRKXLIGEWI[EWIZIRXYEPP]WIXXPIHSYX
of court, following several trials with no
SJ½GMEPZIVHMGXEWXSXLIGEYWISJXLIWMROMRK
The legal haranguing took three years, and
XLIHIXEMPWSJXLI½REPWIXXPIQIRX[IVI
never made public.

*MK 1E\+IRI2SLPERHLMWHMZILIPQIX
Wisconsin Historical Society Nohl collection

In truth, the dives did not go smoothly
and bottom times for the divers had to be
VIHYGIHHYIXSTL]WMGEPI\LEYWXMSRERH
SXLIVWYWTMGMSYWW]QTXSQW7SQISJXLI
divers got bent and had to receive
treatment in the recompression chamber.
Helium was employed on several dives, but
RSVIGSVHWI\MWXI\TPMGMXP]HIXEMPMRKLS[MX
[EWYWIH2SGSTMIWSJXLI97&1LIPMYQ
tables have ever been found. While
I\TIVMQIRXEXMSR[MXLLIPMYQSRXLI
Lakeland project has long been an
unappreciated historical fact, just how it was
utilized has remained a mystery. Based on
the volume of helium that was available for
97&1I\TIVMQIRXWE±FIWXKYIWW²MWXLEXMX
was used as an adjunct gas during
HIGSQTVIWWMSRXSLEWXIRXLISYX¾S[SJ
nitrogen. This is known as a “wash-gas
technology,” a common technique still
TVEGXMGIHXSHE]2SQEXXIVLS[MX[EW
IQTPS]IHXLI½VWXEGXYEP½IPHETTPMGEXMSRSJ
helium in deep diving had occurred in
Wisconsin waters.

Following the Lakeland affair, research on
helium shifted from the Bureau of Mines to
XLI2EZ])\TIVMQIRXEP(MZMRK9RMX2)(9
GSRHYGXIHRYQIVSYWXIWXWSRLIPMS\
QM\XYVIWMRGPYHMRKWMQYPEXIHGLEQFIVHMZIW
to 500 feet, where the absence of any
narcotic effect from the gas was noted.
However, the gas also proved troublesome:
Its heat-robbing and voice-distorting
properties were detrimental, and it
VIQEMRIHHMJ½GYPXERHI\TIRWMZIXSSFXEMR
Originally, it had been hoped that its rapid
diffusion rate would allow shorter
out-gassing schedules than air. Just the
opposite proved to be true. Fast diffusion of
helium during ascents tended to form
bubbles more readily than did nitrogen.
Clearly, air decompression schedules could
not be applied directly to helium, and new
tables would be required. Helium diving
VIQEMRIHI\TIVMQIRXEPMRXLI2EZ][IPPMRXS
XLIWERHHMHRSXFIGSQI±¾IIX
operational” until the 1950s.
0SRKFIJSVI2)(9´W[SVOGIVXEMR
events in Wisconsin had taken precedence.
%1MP[EYOIIREXMZI1E\+IRI2SLPLEHE
lifelong interest in diving and associated
technologies. As a youth, he had
I\TIVMQIRXIH[MXLVYHMQIRXEV]HMZIKIEVMR
Lake Michigan. As a college student in 1929
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), he pursued a career in underwater
engineering. While there, he also mastered
the use of commercial deep-sea hard-hat
VMKWQEOMRKLMW½VWXHMZIMRRSRISXLIVXLER
famous Walden Pond (with apologies to
Henry David Thoreau).

*SVLMW1-8WIRMSVXLIWMW2SLPHIWMKRIH
a revolutionary, self-contained, deep-sea suit
GETEFPISJYWMRKKEWQM\XYVIW *MK 
%OI]JIEXYVISJXLI2SLP7YMX[EWMXW
closed-circuit design, where the breathing
medium was recirculated after being
GPIERWIHSJGEVFSRHMS\MHIF]EWGVYFFIV
device. Because of this recycling feature, the
gas supply would last many hours even at
WMKRM½GERXHITXLWERHGSYPHFIGEVVMIHMR
back-mounted cylinders. This design made
the unit largely independent of surface
IUYMTQIRXI\GITXJSVEGEPMFVEXIHPMJIPMRI
and communications cable. The suit itself was
constructed from a rubberized fabric that
TSWWIWWIHQSHIWX¾I\MFMPMX]
The helmet was radically different from
conventional units: It was made of light, spun
aluminum, not heavy copper, and contained
an inner, shielded glass dome, providing
360-degree visibility (Fig. 6). The helmet
clamped directly to the suit, thereby
eliminating the heavy, cumbersome
breastplate on traditional suits. Inside were
instruments to monitor the consumable
gases and dive parameters. Unique gauges,
FEWIHSRKEWHIRWMX]EPPS[IH2SLPXSGLIGO
ERHQERYEPP]EHNYWXXLIKEWQM\XYVIWEW
might be needed at increased depths.
6IXYVRMRKXS1MP[EYOII2SLPMRZIRXIH
additional underwater equipment, including a
forerunner of the famous Aqualung and a
diving bell. He was particularly determined
to perfect his self-contained suit for use at
depths then unobtainable by commercial
divers. Unfortunately, neither trustworthy
decompression tables nor proven breathing
media suitable for use at such
*MK %±7ERHLSK²XYRRIP[SVOIVMRWTIGXW
depths were available,
a casisson airlock at Milwaukee ca. 1925.
obviously hindering
Boyd’s Collection
his ambitions.
About this same time, the
city of Milwaukee was facing
ETIVTPI\MRKHIGSQTVIWWMSR
problem of its own. The city
was building a new sewage
treatment system, which
required special tunnel work,
utilizing pressurized tubes
called caissons. Caisson
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*MK (V)HKEV)RH1E\2SLPERH'SPSRIP.SLR'VEMKXIWX
LIPMS\XEFPIWMR1MP[EYOII'SYRX]VIGSQTVIWWMSRGLEQFIV
Boyd’s Collection

[SVOQIRSJXIRGEPPIH±7ERHLSKW²[SVOIHPSRKHEMP]WLMJXWYRHIVEMV
TVIWWYVI[LIVIXLI]EFWSVFIHWMKRM½GERXUYERXMXMIWSJRMXVSKIRKEW
Consequently, they had to be decompressed in an air-lock before
leaving the caisson (Fig. 7). The decompression schedules for such
work were rather unreliable, and “operator errors” were frequent
when administering them. The resulting ailment was referred to as
“Caisson Disease,” clearly a form of the bends.
The city became plagued with frequent cases of “Caisson Bends.”
%J¾MGXIHQIRSJXIRWYJJIVMRKKVIEXP]WSYKLXQIHMGEPEMHJVSQPSGEP
hospitals. Curiously, this is where the term “bends” probably
SVMKMREXIH)EWX'SEWX²'LEVQ7GLSSPW²EXXLEXXMQIXEYKLX
etiquette and proper poise to fashionable young ladies. They were
often coached in a stylish way of walking, where one leaned slightly
JSV[EVHSVWXSSTIH[MXLEVQWI\XIRHIHQSHIWXP]SYX[EVH8LMW
XVIRH]TSWXYVI[EWGEPPIHXLI±+VIGMER&IRH²7ERHLSKWEJ¾MGXIH
[MXL'EMWWSR&IRHWSJXIRI\TIVMIRGIHGVMTTPMRKMRXLIORIIW
elbows, and shoulder joints; stricken workmen would therefore
enter the hospital walking in weird postures that mimicked the
Grecian Bend. Over time, descriptions of such victims were
QSHM½IHXSUYMT±,I´WKSXXLI&IRHW²SVWMQTP]±,I´WFIRX²
7



As previously mentioned, the only effective treatment for bends
[EWVIGSQTVIWWMSRXLIVET]&IGEYWIXLI1MP[EYOII7I[IVEKI
Project required years to complete, the frequency of
decompression sickness became untenable, so the city installed a
recompression chamber in 1928 at the old County Emergency
,SWTMXEP-X[EWXLI½VWXGLEQFIVMRXLI97%[MXLE[EPOMRHIWMKR
and multiple air-locks. One of the technicians supervising this facility
was Dr. Edgar End, a 26-year old medical intern. End, a skilled
mathematician, had a fervent interest in decompression theory,
related medical procedures, and underwater physiology in general.
,ILEHI\TIVMQIRXIH[MXLLIPMYQEWEFVIEXLMRKQIHMYQERH
methodically developed schedules for decompression for dives
YWMRKFVIEXLMRKQM\XYVIWSJS\]KIRERHLIPMYQ LIPMS\ ;MXLE
recompression chamber at his disposal, he was able to test these
tables under simulated conditions, and they worked (Fig. 8).
)RHERH2SLPFIGEQIGPSWIJVMIRHWGIVXEMRP]ERMHIEPQEXGL
End had the skill and knowledge to create and test decompression
XEFPIWERHI\TIVMQIRXEPFVIEXLMRKQIHME[LIVIEW2SLPLEHXLI
equipment and engineering background to put End’s concepts to
TVEGXMGEP½IPHYWI&SXLQIRXLSYKLXXLIVI[SYPHFIKVIEXMRXIVIWX
in their novel inventions.
(V)HKEV)RH [LSXLMW[VMXIVORI[TIVWSREPP] ½VWXXVMIHXS
MRXIVIWXXLI2EZ]MRLMWXEFPIW,ISJXIRNSOIHEFSYXLS[LI[IRX
XSXLI2EZ](ITEVXQIRXMR;EWLMRKXSR('ERHEXXIQTXIHXS
hand out copies of his formulations to any receptive personnel…
all with zero results. After all, how could a young physician from
1MP[EYOIILEZIWSPZIHETVSFPIQXLEXLEHTIVTPI\IHXLI2EZ]
JSVHIGEHIW#1E\2SLP´WEXXIQTXWXSWTEVOER]GSQQIVGMEP
interest in his new dive suit and other inventions also met with
general disregard.
-RJEPP2SLPERH)RHLEXGLIHEKVERHWGLIQIXSKEVRIV
widespread attention to their inventions. They would attempt to
FVIEOXLIGSZIXIH[SVPH[MHIHITXLVIGSVHSJJIIXLIPHF]XLI
972EZ]WMRGI;LEX´WQSVIXLI][SYPHHSMXMR0EOI
1MGLMKER1E\2SLPIZIVXLITVSQSXIVIRPMWXIHXLIPSGEP'SEWX
+YEVHGYXXIVJSVXLISJ½GMEPHMZIFSEXERHIRXMGIHXLI2EXMSREP
&VSEHGEWXMRK7]WXIQ 2&' XSGSZIVXLIIZIRXPMZIREXMSR[MHI
by radio.
3REGSPHHE]MRIEVP](IGIQFIVXLII\TIHMXMSRWIXJSVXL
SRXSEFPYWXIV]0EOI1MGLMKERERH½REPP]ERGLSVIHSJJ4SVX
Washington in a mildly choppy sea. After a few initial problems,
2SLP[EWLSMWXIHSZIVXLIWMHIERHFIKERLMWHIWGIRX[LMGLLEHXS
be aborted due to an entanglement problem with the
GSQQYRMGEXMSRWPMRI%JXIVEWLSVXWYVJEGIMRXIVZEP2SLPVIXYVRIH
to the water; seven minutes later, he had passed the 300-foot mark
(Fig. 9). Dr. End had worked out a special decompression schedule
XSEQE\MQYQHITXLSJJIIX[LMGL[SYPHIEWMP]FVIEOXLI
2EZ]VIGSVHERHERSXLIVGPEMQIHF]XLI&VMXMWL2EZ]EXJIIX
&YX1E\[LSGSYPHFIWSQI[LEXSJEWLS[FSEXIVEVFMXVEVMP]
HIWGIRHIHXSXLIFSXXSQXLEXLEHFIIRQIEWYVIHEXJIIX



*MK (V)HKEV)RH1E\2SLPERH'SPSRIP.SLR'VEMKXIWX
LIPMS\XEFPIWMR1MP[EYOII'SYRX]VIGSQTVIWWMSRGLEQFIV
Boyd’s Collection

3RGI2SLPGSR½VQIHLILEHVIEGLIHFSXXSQXLI
HIGSQTVIWWMSREWGIRXTVS½PILEHXSFIEHNYWXIHJSV
this greater depth. Below decks in the rolling Coast
Guard cutter, Dr. End successfully recalculated the
LIPMS\HIGSQTVIWWMSRTVS½PI[MXLEWPMHIVYPI[LMPI
suffering a nasty bout of sea-sickness.
2SLPWYVJEGIH[MXLSYXMRGMHIRXEJXIVQMRYXIW
SJHIGSQTVIWWMSRLEZMRKXVSYRGIHXLI2EZ]´WVIGSVH
F][IPPSZIVJIIX2SFIRHWSGGYVVIHERH1E\
LEHVIQEMRIHGPIEVLIEHIHIZIREXI\XVIQIHITXLW
The whole event had been breathlessly broadcasted
GSEWXXSGSEWXF]2&'VEHMS-RXLIRI\XJI[HE]W
HMZMRKTVSJIWWMSREPW[SVPH[MHI¾SGOIHXS1MP[EYOII
to see how some unknown Wisconsinites had
managed to pull off this unprecedented technological
feat. Their fame was instant, and another high-water
mark in Wisconsin’s underwater heritage had come
to pass!
Dr. End continued to make more noteworthy
discoveries in diving medicine and became a highly
VIWTIGXIHI\TIVXMRXLEXKIRVI%QSRKLMW
EGGSQTPMWLQIRXW[IVIXLI½VWXYWISJL]TIVFEVMG
S\]KIRJSVXVIEXQIRXSJGEVFSRQSRS\MHITSMWSRMRKW
and deep-tissue bacterial infections like gas gangrene.
,IEPWSWMKRM½GERXP]MQTVSZIHXLIXVIEXQIRXWGLIHYPIW
JSVVIGSQTVIWWMRKHMZIVWWXVMGOIR[MXLFIRHW2SLP[EW
engaged as a nationwide speaker, later becoming a
famous salvor, treasure hunter, and advertising
TIVWSREPMX]8LI[SVOSJ)RH2SLPERHXLIMVEWWSGMEXIW
PIHXSXLIJSVQEXMSRSJ()7'3 (MZMRK)UYMTQIRX 
7YTTP]'SQTER] MR1MP[EYOIIXLEXFYMPXERHWYTTPMIH
XLIJEQSYW1EVO:(MZMRK7YMX[LMGLFIGEQIE
QEMRWXE]MRXLI972EZ]ERHMRQER]GSQQIVGMEP
HMZI½VQWJSVRIEVP]]IEVW8LIMVIUYMTQIRX[EW
featured in the popular movie “Men of Honor.”
Most people still incorrectly assume that any
important advancement in underwater technology
QYWXLEZI½VWXFIIREGLMIZIHF]WSQIQENSVREZ]SV
corporation in some faraway ocean. That said,
Wisconsin has unquestionably been at the forefront
JSVWIZIVEPWMKRM½GERXHIZIPSTQIRXWMRHMZMRK
XIGLRSPSK]8LI½VWXYWISJLIPMYQHYVMRKXLI0EOIPERH
MRZIWXMKEXMSRWXLIQM\IHKEWMRRSZEXMSRWSJ(V)HKEV
End in Milwaukee’s unique decompression chamber,
ERHXLI[SVPHVIGSVHHMZISJ1E\2SLPEVIWYVIP]TEVX
of the fabric of Wisconsin’s maritime heritage. Today,
improvement in deep underwater capabilities continue
to take place across the planet, but key elements of
the basic technology started right here in our own
maritime backyard, the waters of Lake Michigan

Dr. Richard J. Boyd
is a director of the
Wisconsin Underwater
Archeology Association
and author of the book,
A Pirate Roams Lake
Michigan: The Dan
Seavey Story.
–––––––––
7IPIGXIH6IJIVIRGIW
“Auto Freighter Lakeland Goes
to Watery Grave,” Door County
Advocate(IGIQFIV
“History of Diving,” in U.S. Navy
Diving Manual:SP2EZWIE
 ;EWLMRKXSR
D.C.: Government Printing
3J½GI     
.SLR6/ERI±1E\2SLPERH
the World Record Dive of
1937,“ Historical Diver Journal
7 WTVMRK 
Paul E. Reckner, Tamara
Thomsen, and Richard J. Boyd.
±7SPZMRKXLI1]WXIV]SJXLI77
Lakeland,” Wisconsin Magazine
of History 101, no. 1
 
Rob Polich, “High-Tech Diving
in a Low-Tech Era,” Advanced
Diver Magazine 12 (winter
2002): 67- 70.
±7YWTMGMSYW'MVGYQWXERGIW
The First Field Tests of Helium
1M\IH+EW8IGLRMUYIWJSV
(IIT7IE(MZMRKXS-RZIWXMKEXI
the Wreck of the Lakeland,” in
Tamara L. Thomsen, Paul
6IGORIV1EGOIR^MI7XSYXERH
Chad Gulseth, With Waves in
Their Wake: Underwater
Archaeological Investigations
from the 2013 Field Season.
7XEXI%VGLEISPSK]ERH
Maritime Preservation
8IGLRMGEP6ITSVX7IVMIW
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In Black Submariners in the United States Navy author Glenn
Knoblock listed 975 African-Americans who served on
combat submarines during World War II, including 124 on
Manitowoc-built boats. Research for the Wisconsin
1EVMXMQI1YWIYQLEWMHIRXM½IHSRIQSVIREQIXLEX
should be added to that number: Hezekiah Jefferson, a
crewman on the Manitowoc-built USS Lagarto. Jefferson
was overlooked because his rating was Seaman 1st Class at
a time when Black Americans on combat submarines were
restricted to commissary ratings like steward or cook.
Because muster rolls did not specify race and Jefferson did
not have a commissary rating, it was not immediately
apparent to anyone scanning Lagarto’s crew list that
Jefferson was black. However, when Museum researchers
looked beyond muster rolls, other documents readily
MHIRXM½IH.IJJIVWSR´WVEGI%W[IMRZIWXMKEXIHGIRWYW
VIGSVHW2EZ]½PIWRI[WTETIVWERHSXLIVWSYVGIW
,I^IOMEL.IJJIVWSR´WWXSV]IQIVKIHEWSRIQSVIXIWXEQIRX
to the service of Black submariners in World War II.


We learned that Jefferson was born in rural Powhatan
County, Virginia in 1908. As a young man he migrated north,
XS7YJJSPO'SYRX]SR2I[=SVO´W0SRK-WPERH[LIVIMR
1929 he married seventeen year old Frances Giles, who
had grown up on a Virginia farm next to the Jeffersons.
8SHE]EREJ¾YIRXWYFYVF7YJJSPO'SYRX]EXXLEXXMQI[EW
a prime location for farming with camps for seasonal
[SVOIVWQER]SJ[LSQWXE]IHXSHIZIPSTE¾SYVMWLMRK
black community. The county was also a stronghold for the
Ku Klux Klan. As the Jeffersons established their home,
Hezekiah worked as a farm laborer and also did contract
work on road projects. Eventually, the couple moved into
New York City, where Hezekiah worked as a “pantryman”
at the prestigious General Theological Seminary, and
XLIREWEGLIJEXEGLMPHVIR´W±GSRZEPIWGIRXLSQI²MR
nearby Chappaqua.
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P2-01-53
Wisconsin Maritime
Museum Collection
0EYRGLMRKWTPEWLSJXLI
Manitowoc built sub
USS Lagarto (SS-371)
at Manitowoc
Shipbuilding Company
on May 28, 1944


As war loomed, Jefferson registered for the draft but
continued his civilian employment until 1943, when at
the age of 35 he was inducted into the Navy and sent to
XLI+VIEX0EOIW2EZEP8VEMRMRK7XEXMSRMR-PPMRSMW;MXLE
rating of Seaman 2nd Class he was transferred to a
Navy “Cooks and Bakers School” in San Diego, then to
Submarine Squadron 45 for six weeks of “submarine
training,” and another month at the Mare Island Shipyard,
after which, like many black seamen, he was assigned to
VIPMIJGVI[HYX]°LIPTMRKWIVZMGIERHVI½XZIWWIPW
between war patrols. Given his work experience and
2EZ]XVEMRMRKMX´WTSWWMFPIXLEX.IJJIVWSR[EWMRXIRHIHXS
be assigned a commissary rating, but instead he was
promoted, and on December 30, 1944 he joined the
crew of the Lagarto in Pearl Harbor as a Seaman 1st
Class. On Lagarto MRXLI7SYXL4EGM½G.IJJIVWSR
I\TIVMIRGIHLMW½VWX[EVTEXVSPHYVMRK[LMGLE.ETERIWI
submarine and a small Japanese freighter were sunk. A
second war patrol sent Lagarto MRXSGSR¾MGXEKEMRERH
on the night of May 3-4, 1945 she was lost to a depth
charge while in combat with a Japanese minelayer.
Hezekiah Jefferson and all of the other crewmen died.


P98-3-19
Wisconsin Maritime
Museum Collection
USS Lagarto (SS-371)
prowling off the coast

A year later, back in New York, Frances Jefferson
VIGIMZIHJSVQEPRSXMGISJ,I^IOMEL´WHIEXLEPSRK[MXL
“gratuity pay” of $712.80 and a World War II Victory
Medal. For awhile she corresponded with the Navy
regarding insurance and other money issues, but nothing
was ever resolved. Frances never remarried. She
eventually moved to live with a sister in Washington, DC,
and died at Bethesda Naval Hospital in 1981. She was
buried back in Suffolk County.
In 2005 Lagarto was discovered in the Gulf of Thailand.
1EVOIHF]EFVEWWTPEUYIERHQIQSVMEP¾EKXLI[VIGO
MWETVSXIGXIH[EVKVEZIJSVXLIFSEX´WIMKLX]WM\
crewmen, including Hezekiah Jefferson. Although his
WIVZMGI[EWRSXPSRKEWEYXLSV/RSFPSGOGSR½VQIHMRE
PIXXIVXS1YWIYQVIWIEVGLIVW±.IJJIVWSR´WWXEXYWEWE
black man rated S1 aboard a submarine in war is
obviously unique, the only instance known.”
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ICE
COVER
by
TITUS SEILHEIMER
Shoreline ice at Silver Creek Park
in February 2021
Photo courtesy of Titus Seilheimer



Less ice makes for less winter fun.





 

 



PERCENT COVERAGE

Wisconsin is well known for
embracing cold winter activities, like
MGI½WLMRKERHWOMMRKFYXXLI[EVQMRK
GPMQEXIMWGLERKMRKLS[[IEVIEFPIXS
I\TIVMIRGIXLIWIEWSR)EGL[MRXIV
XLSYWERHWSJTISTPIXEOIXSXLIMGIXSGEXGL
½WLQEOMRKMGI½WLMRKEKVIEXIUYEPM^IV
FIGEYWIIZIV]SRIGEREGGIWWTVMQI½WLMRK
PSGEXMSRW[MXLSYXXLIRIIHJSVEFSEX-GI
GSZIVIHPEOIWEVIEPWSEZMWYEP[E]XS
SFWIVZIXLIGSPHSJ[MRXIVERHXSXVEGOXLI
[EVQMRKXVIRHWSZIVXMQI
3RXLI+VIEX0EOIWMGIGSZIVKSXSJJXS
EWPS[WXEVXPEWX[MRXIV[MXLSRP] 
GSZIVEKISR.ERYEV]XL[LMGL[EW
VITSVXIHEWEVIGSVHPS[8LIIEVP]*IFVYEV]
[IIOWSJHIITJVII^ILEZILIPTIHXSGSZIV
XLIPEOIWIWTIGMEPP]FE]WERHWLIPXIVIH
EVIEWEPXLSYKLRSXFIJSVIQSVIXLER
ERKPIVWSR+VIIR&E]ERHSR0EOI
7YTIVMSVRIIHIHXSFIVIWGYIH[LIRXLI
MGIXLI][IVI½WLMRKSRWXEVXIHXSHVMJX
%RMQTSVXERXVIQMRHIVXLEXMGIMWRIZIV
GSQTPIXIP]WEJI8SXEPMGIGSZIVEKIMRXLI
+VIEX0EOIWMW TIEOIHQMH*IFVYEV]
EX 
8]TMGEPMGIGSZIVEKIMRXLI+VIEX0EOIW
ZEVMIWF]PEOI[MXLLMKLIVEZIVEKIQE\MQYQ
MGIGSZIVEKISR7YTIVMSV  ,YVSR
 ERH)VMI  ERHPS[IVMGIGSZIV
SR1MGLMKER  ERH3RXEVMS  
Differences between lakes can be related to
HITXL)VMIMWXLIWLEPPS[IWXERHXLI[EXIV
GSSPWUYMGOP]ERHXS[EXIVXIQTIVEXYVI
7YTIVMSVMWXLIHIITIWXPEOIERHLEWXLI
GSPHIWX[EXIV8LIPEVKIFE]WSJ0EOI
1MGLMKERPMOI+VIIR&E]KIRIVEPP]JVII^IFYX
XLIHIITIVTEVXWSJXLIQEMRFEWMR SJJ
1ERMXS[SG WXE]STIR)ZIRHYVMRKXLI
HIITIWXSJXLITSPEVZSVXI\MR[LIR
MGIGSZIVIH SJ0EOI1MGLMKERXLIVI[EW
SRP]EJI[MRGLIWXLMGOSJHVMJXMRKMGIEJI[
QMPIWJVSQWLSVI7SRSHVMZMRKEGVSWWXS
0YHMRKXSR
8LIPSRKXIVQXVIRHWSJMGIGSZIV
XLVSYKLSYXXLIRSVXLIVRLIQMWTLIVI
MRGPYHMRKXLI+VIEX0EOIWEVIHIGPMRMRK-GI
VIGSVHWJVSQXLI+VIEX0EOIWWMRGI

GREAT LAKES ANNUAL MAXIMUM ICE COVERAGE 1973–2020











 
 
 
























+VIEX0EOIWERRYEPQE\MQYQMGIGSZIVEKIGreat Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory

WLS[EXVIRHSJPIWWQE\MQYQMGIIWTIGMEPP]
WMRGI&IJSVIQE\MQYQMGIGSZIV
[EWQSWXP]EFSZIXLIEZIVEKI  FYX
WMRGIMXLEWFIIRFIPS[XLIEZIVEKI
QSVIXLEREFSZI'SPHXIQTIVEXYVIWQEOI
XLIMGIJVII^IERHXLMGOIRFYXFIGEYWIXLI
+VIEX0EOIWEVIWSPEVKIERHGERWXSVIWS
QYGLLIEXXLI]HSRSXJVII^ISZIVEPPXLI
XMQI;EVQIVWYQQIVWQIER[EVQIV+VIEX
0EOIW[EXIVXIQTIVEXYVIW[LMGL[MPPXEOI
PSRKIVXSGSSPFIJSVIJVII^MRK
9;1EHMWSRVIWIEVGLIVWLEZIXVEGOIH
ice on and ice off dates of Lake Mendota for
]IEVWERHJSYRHXLEXXLIVILEWFIIRE
HIGPMRIMRXLIPIRKXLSJXLIMGIGSZIVF]
ETTVS\MQEXIP]EQSRXLSREZIVEKIIEGL
[MRXIV8LIPSRKIWXMGIWIEWSRW[IVIRIEV
XLIFIKMRRMRKSJXLEXVIGSVHERHXLI
WLSVXIWXLEZIEPPLETTIRIHMRVIGIRXXMQIW
8LMWXVIRHTPE]WSYXJSVSXLIVEVIEW
XLVSYKLSYXXLIRSVXLIVRLIQMWTLIVI
7LSVXIVMGIGSZIVLEWMQTEGXWSRSYV
IRNS]QIRXSJ;MWGSRWMR´W[MRXIVWFYXMGI

GSZIVMWEPWSMQTSVXERXJSVXLIIGSPSK]SJ
WTIGMIW1SVIMGISRXLI+VIEX0EOIWLEW
FIIRPMROIHXSFIXXIV]IEVWJSVPEOI[LMXI½WL
VITVSHYGXMSR'SPH[IEXLIVGEREPWSVIHYGI
XLITSTYPEXMSRWSJMRZEWMZIWTIGMIW[LMPIRSX
LEVQMRKREXMZIWTIGMIW%[EVQIVJYXYVI
+VIEX0EOIWGSYPHFIEQSVIJEZSVEFPI
IRZMVSRQIRXJSVMRZEWMZIERHRYMWERGI
WTIGMIWQEOMRKXLIPEOIWETSSVIV
IRZMVSRQIRXJSVTISTPIERHSXLIVEUYEXMG
SVKERMWQW7S[LIR]SYLIEVXLEX[MRXIVW
EVIRSXPMOIXLI]YWIHXSFIXLEXQMKLX
EGXYEPP]FIXVYI
–––––––––
Titus Seilheimer MWXLI*MWLIVMIW7TIGMEPMWX
JSV7IE+VERXEXXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ;MWGSRWMR
,ILEW[SVOIHEWEVIWIEVGLIGSPSKMWXJSV
XLI97*SVIWX7IVZMGI´W2SVXLIVR6IWIEVGL
7XEXMSRMR7X4EYP1MRRIWSXE3OPELSQE
7XEXI9RMZIVWMX]ERH'SVRIPP9RMZIVWMX]
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A slide from the virtual tour

Let’s use sources and our
observations to solve shipwreck
mysteries from the Great Lakes!
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Wisconsin Maritime Museum has developed a great
new way to connect with students while staying safely
apart. Thanks to Wisconsin Sea Grant, the Museum has
been able to connect with students from 12 different
schools in December/January. It might not seem like a lot,
but I had connected with zero schools in the previous eight
months. That is not a good feeling for someone whose job
title is “youth engagement coordinator.” The Museum’s
“Virtual Shipwrecks Tour” has made me, and hopefully a lot
of students, much happier. I didn’t realize just how much I
QMWWIH½IPHXVMTWYRXMP-LSWXIHSRISRPMRI(IGIQFIV
The Virtual Shipwrecks Tour gathers students, teachers,
and museum educators in online video chats to investigate
Wisconsin’s shipwrecks. About 750 shipwrecks lie in
Wisconsin waters, so there is no shortage of material.
Underwater archaeologists discover new shipwrecks and
discover new information about previously known
shipwrecks every year. The tour invites students to try on
XLIWLSIWSV¾MTTIVWSJYRHIV[EXIVEVGLEISPSKMWXW
Participants learn about what causes Great Lakes
shipwrecks, and then they use their own powers of
observation to study various wrecks and hypothesize why
those ships sank. The program is highly conversational, and I
love hearing the kids’ theories of sharks, whales, giant squid,
and other colorful creatures capable of dooming a vessel to
the deep.



photo courtesy of Kevin J. Podeweltz

We start most tours by comparing saltwater to freshwater
shipwrecks, because who doesn’t want an excuse to talk about
Titanic? While the majority of the audience is too young to watch
the PG-13 blockbuster Titanic  EPQSWXEPPSJXLIQLEZI
watched documentaries, read books and magazines, or learned
about the tragedy in some form. We watch a short video of the
Titanic wreck site and compare it to a video of freshwater
shipwreck M.F. Merrick in the Thunder Bay National Marine
Sanctuary. M.F. Merrick remains in much better condition than
Titanic despite sitting underwater about 32 years longer. The big
point that hits home with the kids is that scientists believe Titanic
will be reduced to a pile of rust in the next 20 years. (That
prediction came from Dr. Henrietta Mann and Bhavleen Kaur
from Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada in 2011,
so Titanic QE]EGXYEPP]LEZIPIWWXLER]IEVW
The comparison of freshwater shipwrecks to Titanic hopefully
emphasizes the importance of leaving shipwrecks and artifacts
alone when studying them. The cold freshwater of the Great
Lakes preserves shipwrecks really well, allowing new generations
to explore, observe, and unlock maritime mysteries of deep
waters and distant pasts. Wrecks teach us how people lived, what
was important to them, how they moved around, and what
mistakes were made. The kids really enjoy learning about the
luxury palace-steamer Niagara, which sank in 1856 one mile off
the shore of Belgium, Wisconsin. Niagara was constructed with a
±½VI[EPP²XLEX[EWQEHISJ[SSH8LIWXIEQIVGEVVMIHEGEVKSSJ
½VI[SVOWERHQEXGLIW8LIOMHWTMIGIXSKIXLIVXLIGPYIWERH
HIHYGIXLEXXLIVI[IVI½IV]I\TPSWMSRWSRFSEVH8LIWXYHIRXW
are correct. Isaac from Riverside Elementary in Ringle created a
nice interpretation of the event in a thank you letter.
Niagara serves as a nice introduction to another part of the
presentation, which is source reliability. We read an article from
the September 26, 1856 issue of The New York Times. The article
TEMRXWERI\GMXMRKTMGXYVI[MXLGLEVKIHPERKYEKIPMOI±¾EQIW²
“consternation,” and “explosion.” The sentence I emphasize most
VIEHW±8LIVIMWEVYQSVMRXLIGMX]XLEXXLI½VI[EWXLI[SVOSJ
an incendiary.” As a former journalist, I can’t believe that The New
York Times printed an article citing rumors!

Students from Riverside
Elementary in Ringle

photo courtesy of Kevin J. Podeweltz

A thank you note from a student
at Riverside Elementary in Ringle
after attending a virtual tour

The article is a great example of why it is important to check
QYPXMTPIWSYVGIW-XIEGLWXYHIRXWXLEXMJXLI]GER½RHXLIWEQI
information at three reliable sources, it is probably true. I also
steer them toward reliable websites, like those associated with
museums and historical societies and sites including “.gov” like the
National Archives site at archives.gov. Of course, these are all
WIGSRHEV]WSYVGIWXLEXGERLIPTOMHW½RHTVMQEV]WSYVGIWPMOI
artifacts, photographs, diaries, and testimonies from the event
being investigated.
8LIFMKKSEPWSJXLI½IPHXVMTEVIXSHIZIPSTERMRXIVIWXMR
researching, exploring, and preserving shipwrecks in addition to
seeking reliable information about the wrecks or any other topic.
It is all possible because of a grant from Wisconsin Sea Grant.
The grant provides a stipend for schools that otherwise could
not afford such an experience. I am thankful to the Wisconsin
Sea Grant’s Anne Moser for reconnecting me with students.
8LIWYRHI½RMXIP]WLMRIWFVMKLXIV[LIR-KIXXSWIIXLIQIZIR
if it is on a computer screen

Tour guides are onscreen to
engage students while
administering the curriculum
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BELOW DECK
Collections Donation Spotlight:
Bringing a piece of Wisconsin
maritime history home

This past fall, a piece of Wisconsin maritime history came
home; the 22 foot gaff rigged sloop Narcissa joined the Wisconsin
Maritime Museum’s collection of small watercraft. The Narcissa
was built in Sheboygan Falls by William H. Richardson (III) in 1910
and named for his wife Fannie Narcissa (Hunter) Richardson. The
boat was generously donated to our collection by Will Slade,
William H. Richardson’s great-great-grandson.
The Richardson family has deep
roots in the Sheboygan Falls area.
The family patriarch, Joseph
Richardson, came to Sheboygan Falls
in the 1840’s and established a sawmill
and began producing lumber and
millwork as the Joseph Richardson
Company. When his sons returned
home after ﬁghting in the Civil War
The Narcissa being brought
into the museum’s offsite
they joined the family business and set
storage facility Fall 2020
their sights on expanding the
enterprise. They continued selling lumber and millwork but also
branched out into manufacturing other wood products like cheese
boxes and furniture. In 1876 they changed the name of the
company to Richardson Brothers, reﬂecting the change in
leadership to the new generation.
Into the twentieth century the
business continued to expand,
helmed by a new generation of
Richardsons. Jarius Richardson
(son of Narcissa builder William H.
Richardson III) began producing
and selling specialized
woodworking machines in 1936 as
The Narcissa on Pelican Lake, 1944.
the J.S. Richardson Company. The
Photo courtesy of Will Slade.
company’s manufacturing prowess
was put to use during WWII. The J.S. Richardson Company
produced not only the handguards for M1 riﬂes used during the
war, but also the stocks for the Springﬁed ‘03 riﬂe. The company
was honored with the “Army E” Award for Excellence in
Production for their wartime contributions. Postwar, the company
continued to expand and modernize. They began designing and
producing custom machinery used to manufacture high-end
furniture. The J.S. Richardson Company continued its operations
until it was sold in 2001 to the
Ziah Machine Company of
Plymouth, Wisconsin. The Ziah
Machine Company is still in
operation and continues to
service the machines that Jarius
2009-24-14
and his sons William H. and
Wisconsin Maritime Museum
John S. Richardson designed
Stencil used for painting the
and sold.
Richardson logo on boats.

NEWS FROM THE COLLECTIONS VAULT
BY HANNAH PATTEN,
REGISTRAR

William H. Richardson III was not the only
boat builder in the family. For a time, the company
built boats under the name Richardson Boat
Company. Beginning in the 1920’s the company
produced high quality wooden boats. Jarius
Richardson and his sons William H. and John H.
built a “slipper” racing single-step hydroplane in
1932. Hydroplanes are a light and fast style of motorboat designed
to skim over the surface of the water that was popular with racers
in the 20’s and 30’s. The father-son team used the resources of the
J.S. Richardson Company to fabricate the wooden parts and
aircraft covering for the boat as well as the aluminum castings used
for its construction. The
hydroplane was purchased
by amateur racer George
Kuehn who went on to
set the Class C-1 world
speed record at the
Century of Progress
World’s Fair in Chicago in
1933. This boat is now
part of the Wisconsin
Maritime Museum's
2001-66-1a Wisconsin Maritime Museum
Collection and is on
Richardson “slipper boat” racing
display in the Wisconsin
single step hydroplane.
Built Boat Gallery.
William H. Richardson Senior’s son William H. Richardson Jr.
continued the family boat building tradition. He gained national
recognition restoring antique boats-including the Narcissa. At
some unknown point in time, the Narcissa was sold by the
Richardson family and fell into disrepair. In the 1990’s William H.
Richardson Jr. found the Narcissa and set to work restoring the
boat. However, he was unable to complete the restoration before
his death in 2007. The Narcissa was left to his nephew Will Slade
who honored his uncle’s legacy by
completing the restoration in 2010.
In 2020 Will Slade contacted the
Wisconsin Maritime Museum with
the intention of donating the
Narcissa to our collection.
It was only because of his tireless
efforts that we were able to move
the Narcissa from Atlanta, GA to
The Narcissa post restoration.
Manitowoc in the midst of a
pandemic. We are honored to be able to preserve this piece of
Wisconsin maritime history and look forward to sharing it with
the public
–––––––––
Selected References:
Pridmore, Jay. The Richardson Story: A family enterprise at 150 years. Greenwich
Publishing Group. 1998.
The Sheboygan County Historical Research Center. Sheboygan Falls. Arcadia
Publishing. 2005.

Hannah Patten is the Registrar at the Wisconsin Maritime Museum. She can be reached at (920) 684-0218 x111 or hpatten@wisconsinmaritime.org.
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COBIA CORNER

USS COBIA NEWS
BY KAREN DUVALLE,
SUBMARINE CURATOR

Meals and Morale
aboard Submarines
During WWII
Can you imagine making a meal for 80 men in a kitchen the size
of a walk-in closet? That’s what the cooks aboard a World War II
submarine dealt with on a daily basis for two months. The quality
of food aboard a submarine was top-notch. They ate steak, chicken,
ham, fresh baked bread every day, and ice cream, lots of ice cream!
“As far as the comforts of submarines, the greatest asset we had
on a submarine was the ice cream machine. The air conditioning we
accepted, but the ice cream machine was really one of the treats to
have on submarines,” recalled Cobia crewman Dan Pelton.
Submarine life in WWII was hard-living, so the men were all
volunteers, but there were perks to encourage them to join. They
had a very casual environment onboard, received more pay, and
had the best food in the military. Each sub had a cook or two and
a baker. The baker worked at night baking 20-25 loaves of bread
each night and whatever else was needed for the next day’s menu
such as buns, rolls, pastries, maybe even a birthday cake! On Cobia,
the crew took turns baking to pass the time. Even Captain Albert
Becker would take a turn at baking something for his crew. He once
said, “the pride of the submarine force was that it was an informal
force and that you were treated as an individual and a human being
regardless of what your station was...you had to depend on the
other man.”
Becker was loved by his crew because he treated them all fairly,
even the black submariners on board. Navy policy generally placed
black sailors as stewards serving the ofﬁcers or assistant galley
attendants. In reality, many of them helped out beyond the galley.
One Cobia crewman, Russell Donan, was a Ships Cook, but during
battle stations, he helped out in the forward torpedo room and
even manned a deck gun during a surface battle. In a battle, sailors
dod what eeded to be done, regardless of their ofﬁcial roles.
The Cook (head cook) and Ships Cooks (assistants) were always
busy. They had to know where all the supplies were on the boat to
provide family-style meals for the crew - 80 men, three meals a day
for 60-70 days. Perishables were crammed into a walk-in cooler
and freezer and non-perishables were stored in any available space.
Potatoes in the hatches and showers, cans under equipment, and
even along the ﬂoor in their bunk room. At the beginning of the
patrol, they walked across their food.
Unfortunately, after about two weeks the fresh food supply began
to run out, and they had to switch over to powdered milk and eggs
and canned fruits and vegetables. By the end of the war patrol, the
men were craving fresh food. When they’d get back to port they
wanted three things, fresh lettuce and milk, beer, and mail. A barge
would usually come out to greet the sub and toss them fresh heads
of lettuce. According to Dan Pelton, “nothing ever tastes so good in
your life as that fresh milk and that crisp green lettuce, man oh man it
was great.” Once they reached shore then they sought out the beer!

In addition to the good food provided, the crew would also
steal whatever they could get their hands on before leaving for a
patrol. Onions and cans of tuna were common in a lot of lockers.
Dan Pelton stashed a whole case of tuna in his locker so that he
could make himself a tuna sandwich with fresh bread every night
after his watch station. The crew could also make themselves
a snack if they wanted. Russel Donan decided to fry an egg for
himself while in the middle of a hurricane. He secured himself
in the galley, cracked an egg in the pan and suddenly the boat
lurched and the egg ﬂew out of the pan and past his head!
Despite the small galleys, canned food, and rough seas it didn’t
deter them from serving in the submarine service. Food boosted
the morale on board. It kept them well-fed and happy...as long as
there was an ice cream maker on board!

Karen Duvalle is the USS Cobia Submarine Curator at the Wisconsin Maritime Museum. She can be reached at (920) 684-0218 x105 or
kduvalle@wisconsinmaritime.org.
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THE CURRENT

EXCITING EVENTS & EXPERIENCES
BY ABIGAIL DIAZ,
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION

Staff Updates
This summer, we’re thrilled to welcome new faces to the Wisconsin Maritime Museum. The Engagement Team
continues to grow with the permanent addition of Bree Boettner, our new Interpretation Coordinator. We also
welcomed ﬁve new seasonal Engagement Assistants and a Collections Intern. They come to us from as far away
as Florida! Our Youth Engagement Coordinator, Shane Lee, remains a vital part of our team, handling ﬁeld trips
and programs for our youngest visitors.
Next time you’re in the museum, please join us in making our growing team feel welcome!
Title
Interpretation Coordinator

Bree Boettner
(she/her)

Lindsey Beck
(she/her)

Sydnee Hammond
(she/her)

Lily Kelley
(she/her)
17

Alma Mater
John Hopkins University
–––
Most recently worked for the Detroit
Historical Society. Museum nerd and
connoisseur of random trivia facts.

Title
Visitor Engagement Assistant

Greg Lutz
(he/him)

Alma Mater
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
–––
“I am excited to be back at the Museum
to give our visitors a great experience!”

Title
Visitor Engagement Assistant

Title
Interpretation Assistant

Alma Mater
University of West Florida
–––
Florida transplant ready to experience
history in action this summer!

Alma Mater
University of West Florida
–––
MA in Public/Applied History. Sales,
communication, research and writing pro.

Lainey Binnix
(she/her)

Title
Visitor Engagement Assistant

Title
Visitor Engagement Assistant

Alma Mater
University of West Florida
–––
“I love connecting folks with Wisconsin’s
waterways!”

Alma Mater
Ripon College
–––
“Excited to start as a Social Media Intern
at the amazing WMM.”

Katy Dano
(she/her)

Title
Collections Intern

Title
Visitor Engagement Assistant

Alma Mater
East Carolina University
–––
Graduate student studying Maritime
History and Archaeology

Alma Mater
University of Wisconsin Stevens Point
–––
“History major excited to be here pursuing
my passions.”

 

Kelsey Zdziarski
(she/her)



Online Resources
Maritime Alphabet

Searching for Captain Blaney

Using photographs from the Museum’s
collection and archive, Maritime Alphabet
introduces maritime heritage to readers,
one letter at a time.

For my whole life, I heard that there was
a Great Lakes ship captain somewhere in
the family tree, so I did some digging into
the Museum’s archive. Watch this video to
see what was discovered.

All photos courtesy of the Wisconsin Maritime
Museum’s collection.

Lost and Found:The Final Voyage
of the schooner LaSalle
BY EMILY SHEDAL, COMMUNICATION MANAGER

Photo by Tamara Thomsen

The area just off the coast of Point Beach State Forest
is home to a number of shipwrecks. A total of six
conﬁrmed shipwrecks have been found off the coast of
Point Beach and another three wrecks are suspected in
the area. One of the conﬁrmed shipwrecks in the area is
the wreck of the canal schooner LaSalle.
On April 11th, 1874, the LaSalle was launched into the
Niagara River in Tonawanda, New York. At the time of its
launching the LaSalle was valued at $27,000 and was
co-owned by Samuel Parsons and John Humble.
The schooner LaSalle was built with reinforcements
that were designed to give her greater strength than
typical vessels like her, allowing her to hold more cargo.

The LaSalle’s last voyage started on a late October day
in 1875, just over 18 months since it was built. LaSalle left
Chicago after being loaded with 22,000 bushels of wheat.
It’s destination was Buffalo, New York. Just north of Two
Rivers, off the coast of Point Beach State Forest, a gale
developed and caught the LaSalle.
The captain of the LaSalle tried to anchor the boat
with no luck. In the process of trying to anchor, the
schooner hit the bottom and was heading toward shore.
Another problem developed in that the LaSalle was now
caught up in quicksand and the schooner started to be
overcome by water.
The next morning the ship's crew was rescued by
local ﬁshermen. Luckily, none of her crew were lost in the
wreckage of the LaSalle.
Tugs were sent to help free the vessel with no success.
The ship was then determined to be in terrible condition
and deemed a total loss.
The schooner LaSalle was stripped of her usable parts.
An update in the Chicago newspaper Chicago Inter
Ocean from August 31, 1878 said that another schooner,
Rounds, had come by the LaSalle wreck to take “on board
the spars, anchors and rigging saved from the schooner
LaSalle.” The ship and its cargo were insured by its holding
company, so the company decided to abandon the ship.
In the spring of 2015, Suzze Johnson, a
powered-parachute pilot, discovered the schooner.
Currently the schooner lies in about twelve feet of water.
This is a great wreck for kayakers, boaters and snorkelers
to explore since it is in shallower water
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